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SUMMARY

The Global Perspective Lab event themed “Open Mic” aimed to provide an opportunity for climate activists to share their experiences, stories, challenges and recommendations for improving the climate action movement worldwide. Through the open mic platform, activists shared their struggles. A few are the limited participation of women and girls in climate movements, lack of people with disabilities inclusion in the climate actions, conversations and their implications.

Similarly, the event allowed climate activists to share their recommendations for government, civil society organizations, funders and other groups. Some recommendations of activists highlighted the need to improve unrestricted funding for climate activists, the need to protect and safeguard the lives of climate activists, the need to increase women and girls' participation in climate change policy-making and decisions making and emphasized media play its key role in mass awareness raising and mobilization.
OPEN MIC ON CLIMATE CHANGE EVENT

SUMMARY

The energy of participants throughout the open mic session was very surprising as the event had extended beyond the scheduled time due to the many requests from many individual activists to share their stories. It was inspiring to hear impact stories on the local scale for a healthy environment and the promotion of climate action.

SURPRISE

The energy of participants throughout the open mic session was very surprising as the event had extended beyond the scheduled time due to the many requests from many individual activists to share their stories. It was inspiring to hear impact stories on the local scale for a healthy environment and the promotion of climate action.

LEARNING

One of the key takeaway messages is there need for an inclusive and strengthened movement through collaboration, networking and improved communication. Activists can further strengthen their climate action movements by collaborating with activists from around the world.